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WE ARE THE CONNECTION BETWEEN
EQUIPMENT, HUMAN ABILITY AND
EXCELLENCE
THE CONFIDENCE BETWEEN READY
AND GO. ENGINEERED TO PUSH
PERFORMANCE FURTHER, OUR
SOLUTIONS ARE AS ADAPTABLE
AS THE PEOPLE WHO PROVIDE
THEM.
TUNED. TESTED. TRUE.
ENGINEERING JUST GOT BETTER.
WE ARE MASE CONTRACTORS

www.masecontractors.com
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QUALITY CONSTRUCTION
HONEST SERVICE
GREAT VALUE
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Mase Contractors Limited values integrity; our practices
are honest; our conduct is legal and ethical. Although we
are inspired by a fair return on our investment, we are
always striving for win- win business relationships with
customers who share our craving to design and build
memorial structures that add value to the communities.
To this end, we are commi ed to eﬀectively communicate
to our clients the bene ts of Mase Contractors designbuild process, and construction methodology.

MESSAGE
FROM THE
CEO
www.masecontractors.com

Our employees are our most important resource in
achieving our mission. At Mase Contractors, we focus
on recruiting, training and retaining employees with a
special kind of skill set required to maintain a dynamic
corporate culture driven by the values of quality,
innovation and safety.
We ensure this pathway will lead to excellence, to
innovation, to growth that will allow both our employees
and our clients to realize their aspirations at least and a lot
more.

Michael Ekwemalor CENGR, CCM, CPC, HACAE
Chief Executive Oﬃcer
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ABOUT MASE CONTRACTORS
Mase Contractors is an enterprise with broad expertise and experience in varying areas of
engineering consulting and civil engineering construction. Our areas of expertise among
others include sound Project Management, Architectural and Engineering consulting,
Highway Consulting, Building Construction, Construction of Drainages, Road
Construction, Bridge Construction, design- t-out and Procurement.

From inception as a consulting construction
company, we have upheld as well as maintained
high level commitment in the satisfactory
delivery of the fore mentioned areas of expertise.
is by extension, bu resses our professional
pasture to always deliver top-notch value on
every infrastructural task.
Our technical team are a breed of experienced
professionals with proven skills in diverse areas
of engineering consulting and civil engineering
construction. We have undertaken numerous
consulting and construction engagements with
recorded successes in several states in Nigeria
We also wield strategic partnerships with topwww.masecontractors.com

notch internal and external companies which
further illustrates our passion to achieve optimal
output on all transaction types including turnkey, development and traditional contractual
agreements. Whilst conducting our activities in
line with global best practices, we are rmly
mindful of meeting the universal standard
quality requirements (Quality Management
System).
Our business philosophy is founded on our zeal
to consult as well as undertake construction
works professionally and execute passionately.
is underscores the need to work closely with
every client in a bid to helping them to achieve
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Our Vision
To become the world’s FOREMOST
consulting and construction enterprise

Our Mission
To understand the expectations of each
client and provide excellent, innovative
and cost effective solutions in line with
global best practices for the benefit of all
stakeholders.
www.masecontractors.com
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Safety

We uphold a positive and proactive safety culture, and
lead by example in all aspects of our business. We strive
to exceed best practice, and instill this value in personnel
and subcontractors.

Our goal is simply to be the best and to continually
improve. This is accomplished through focused
teamwork, pride in our work, and ensuring that
the requisite quality is achieved.

Transparency

We behave in a manner that demonstrates trust,
honesty, courage, consistency and responsibility

Integrity

We conduct our business in accordance with the highest
standards of professional behavior and ethics. We are
transparent, honest and ethical in all our interactions
with personnel, clients, subcontractors and the public.

Professionalism

We provide service to our clients and work together as a
team in a professional and respectful manner, always
advancing toward a level of mastery in our fields of work.
We understand that complex issues have varying results,
but mutual respect will be the constant.

www.masecontractors.com
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Quality

Client satisfaction

We strive to provide exceptional customer service
through flexible scheduling, quality products,
efficient services, and innovative solutions
resulting in value to the customer and
stakeholders.
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S E RV I C E S

www.masecontractors.com
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CIVIL INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
Mase contractors provides comprehensive site engineering services from planning through design, permi ing and
construction. From initial regulatory approvals to nal build-out, Mase contractors has developed signi cant technical
knowledge from an extensive list of residential, mixed-use, industrial, educational, and municipal projects.
Our expertise in a diverse range of specialized areas, including site selection and utilization, feasibility studies,
environmental impact assessment, civil/ structural engineering services ; roads, bridges, building design and
construction. Our team is well oriented, which gives us the opportunity to work on multiple aspects of very
complicated projects.

BUILDING INFRASTRUCTURE
With more than 20 years building experience in the Construction Industry, our building infrastructural team oﬀers
clients comprehensive services that include building construction of residential and commercial buildings,
renovations, Pile foundation, alterations and real estate development. We customize our services to t each client's
budget and unique requirements. e division has longstanding history and established a reputation for providing
quality, reliable and sustainable service and delivery, regularly exceeding client expectations.

www.masecontractors.com
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Our project management services provide you with comprehensive supervision, inspection and commissioning
services for all types of projects - no ma er the size or location. As a leading company in project management we oﬀer
you extensive experience in all aspects of construction as a result, we can help you reduce technical risks, prevent
construction errors, control budgets and eﬀectively keep your construction project within the planned schedule by
proper project planning.

DESIGN-FIT-OUT
We believe that a functional work environment has a huge eﬀect on an oﬃce’s productivity.
is is why our t-out
sector is embellished with seasoned professions with vast years of experience in both interior and exterior t-out which
includes (but not limited to): ooring, partitioning system, suspended ceilings, HVAC, interior designs and space
planning, custom-made furniture procurement, LAN and security system, etc. We make use of Computer-generated
imagery (CGI) to translate ideas to our clients even before the inception of our projects. is further consolidates our
determination towards excellent service delivery and client relations.

www.masecontractors.com
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CONSULTING SERVICES
Mase Contractors professionals have a wealth of knowledge and decades of experience in construction, architecture
and engineering. We provide expert consulting services such as architectural, civil and structural & engineering design,
mechanical and electrical engineering services, soil test evaluation, environmental evaluation reporting. To all
shareholders in the construction industry. ese projects range in size and complexity which includes some of the
country's largest engineering and construction projects.

POWER SERVICE ENGINEERING
We provide electrical engineering services to clients who require our specialized knowledge of design, construction,
operations and maintenance of utility class electric systems. We are professionals in constructing 33Kv and 11Kv load
bearing lines and specialists at construction of injection substations, transmission lines and installation of injection
wells. Our team has been built with the experience to plan, design, procure and construct substations and utility
communication projects.

www.masecontractors.com
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Our Philosophy

e Best Way To Predict
e Future Is To Invent It
Abraham Lincoln

www.masecontractors.com
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Builder worker with grinder machine cu ing metal parts at construction site

Reinforced concrete piles
www.masecontractors.com
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DESIGN-FIT-OUT
We design and construct quality, functional spaces with
a ention to detail.
www.masecontractors.com
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Electric Power Sub-station

Male welder worker wearing protective clothing
www.masecontractors.com
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Concrete pouring during commercial concreting oors building

www.masecontractors.com
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OUR LICENSES & CERTIFICATIONS
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OUR PERSONNEL
Michael Ekwemalor CENGR, CCM, CPC, HACAE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Michael Ekwemalor is an experienced Chief Executive Officer with a demonstrated history of
consulting in oil & gas, power and construction industry. He is a strong business development
professional, skilled in Project Management, Critical thinking, Build- Design Engineering and
strategic planning.
As Chief Executive Officer of Mase Contractors, Michael is responsible for leading the company in
providing an exceptional construction experience for our clients, business partners, and employees.
He is a visionary who built a business around Integrity, Professionalism and Accountability. In
January 2018, he participated in organizational Management Trainings at the International Builders
conference, Design and Construction Week in Orlando, Florida. He worked with Alfara
Construction Company during his course work where he received tremendous trainings. He is
certified by Royal Institute for Chartered Engineers (RICE, USA) in Civil Engineering, endorsed by
Global Engineering standard organization (GESO, Australia) and a member of High Authority
Council of Arab Engineers (HACAE, UAE). He is also a certified construction project consultant
with wealth of experience.
Michael believes that “loving what you do is a key factor in building oneself, community and the
nation.

Olaronke Odulaja MBA
DIRECTOR, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Olaronke is a highly accomplished Business Administrator with 10+ years’ experience in financial
analysis, relationship management, competitive intelligence and implementing cutting edge
solutions in the public sector. She has exceptional planning and implementation capabilities with in
depth understanding of clients’ needs and how to provide solutions for them. Adept cultivating,
managing and leveraging client relationships.
She has a Masters in Business Administration from Herriot- Watt University (Edinburgh Business
School), United Kingdom and has been a team leader in a few top organizations.

Mayowa Oshiga ACA
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

Mayowa Oshiga is a chartered accountant, proficient in financial management, cost & management
accounting and advanced financial accounting. With over five years of experience in project
accounting and construction financing, he is very strict about professional practices.
He has pioneered efforts in managing finances of major projects in the Northern and southern part
of Nigeria, with big organizations, and his wealth of knowledge and experience is what makes him an
asset to Mase Contractors.
www.masecontractors.com
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Adebari Oluwatayo CFA, MSc
HEAD OF HUMAN RESOURCES

Adebari is an experienced human resource expert, who has shaped high performing cultures at
multinational companies and major growth brands with progressive technical resources, prolific
communication and robost development programs that bring good revenue growth.
One of her top qualities is; she develops executable strategy that motivates teams individually and
financially to exceed corporate objectives through economic cycles.

Adisa Akeem
CONTRACT MANAGER

Adisa is a detail-oriented Civil Engineer with a solid structural engineering background. He has
completed numerous residential, commercial and industrial projects using CAD software
(Computer Aided Design). He is a member of the Nigerian Council of Engineers and also a
registered member of The Council for the regulation of Engineering in Nigeria. Adisa believes that
“No dream becomes a reality through magic, but through hard work and determination. This
ideology is what makes him special and an asset to mase contractors.

Gibson Okonkwo NSE, COREN
HEAD: CIVIL/ STRUCTURAL SERVICES

Engr. Gibson is a civil engineer with over 10 years expansive experience in civil and structural
engineering. His experience is explicit in the construction of bulk meter on valves and pipe line,
structural drafting using AutoCAD construction of manhole for water pipeline, maintenance of road
and designs. He is also very knowledgeable about commercial and industrial constructions. He
understands assessment of project need, drafting & supervision of structural requirements for
residential construction projects.

Yetunde Ajayi NSE, COREN
PROJECT SUPERVISOR

Dedicated COREN and an NSE certified Civil Engineer with a history in managing major
construction projects. She has on-site human management skills and often plays roles in numerous
construction works which include; road maintenance. She handles; assessment of project need,
drafting & supervision of structural requirements for residential, commercial and industrial
constructions. Yetunde is very intelligent yet down-to-earth and unafraid to get hands-on any task.

www.masecontractors.com
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Gbadamosi Lukman NSE, COREN
HEAD: ELECTRICAL SERVICES

Solutions-oriented and analytical with history of success contributing to reliable, electrical
installations, preliminary and final electrical designs, drafting & supervision of electrical power
supply and services for residential, commercial and industrial buildings.
Adept at readily gathering and translating complex requirements into viable solutions. Strong sound
quality-control background with proficiency in preparation of tender documents. Cost-conscious;
implement timesaving measures to optimize production. Excel at collaborating across departments;
coordinate with staff and managers to complete projects on time and within budget.

Eze Ogaranya
PROJECT ARCHITECT

Eze is a professionally licensed Architect with years’ experience designing commercial buildings,
offices and residential homes seek to transition to public infrastructure architecture. He has
proficiency in BIM (Building Information Model) and CAD software (Computer Aided Design).
Eze is meticulous with an eye for detailed design planning and implementation. Adept at applying
knowledge of architectural principles and practices. Focused on coordinating project efforts with
architectural and engineering teams. Problem-solving and critical thinking his strongest qualities.

Koledoye Rufus Ariyo
SENIOR QUANTITY SURVEYOR

Koledoye is an experienced focused Quantity Surveyor and procurement professional, specialized in
process, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and controls work. Koledoye has experience
across a range of sectors including building construction, petrochemical, power generation and oil
and gas.
He also has extensive experience in conducting surveys, monitoring mining operations and installing
electrical components. Proficient with a variety of industry software, including CADD systems. Able
to coordinate with clients to ensure efficient completion of projects and compliance to safety
standards.

www.masecontractors.com
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DESIGN FIT-OUT

POWER SERVICE ENGINEERING
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DESIGN- BUILD
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Contact Us
+234 809 222 3461, +234 905 739 2207
info@masecontractors.com
1st Floor, 33 Oritse Street, Oﬀ Obafemi Awolowo Way,
Ikeja-Lagos.
www.masecontractors.com
Mase Contractor Ltd
Mase Contractors Ltd
masecontractorsltd

masecontractors
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